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SPEAKERS
ND - Lawrence FL, Mason TX (Graham Whitson), Thomas Rousseau, Alexander OR (Richard
Flannery), Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli), Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie)
ND - Lawrence FL 00:10
...happens, I will never talk to him again, I have no intention of ever speaking with this man again.
Because I know he will never message me back because there will never be a time where I am a
priority. And if that day comes, he can come reach out to me. I will never message him again or talk
again. Ever. But see, the point I'm trying to get at is don't rely on these Pool Party guys. They know
who we are. If they wanted to go do activism and they wanted to do stuff, they would apply, you know?
Sure, maybe you can pull a couple, but I, I think the effort and the time it takes to you know, we
shouldn't be pulling teeth to get people to do, to join our activities. You know, being here is a privilege.
My time is valuable. He isn't respecting my time. I'm not gonna give him any more time a day. End of
story. That's how we got to treat Pool Party guys, I think, to an extent. Like, you know what I mean?
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01:07
Yeah, fair enough.
ND - Lawrence FL 01:10
I explained, I think to Johnny Utah, he said he's been trying for months to get one guy to apply. It's like,
John, you don't need that one guy. Whether that one guy applies or not, it doesn't matter. If you invest
that time and that energy into just doing more activism, getting bigger things into the activity, into the
action report, onto the news, into, you know, the the main page posts, more people will come. You
don't need to rely on a place, you know, that seems easy. In fact, it's harder to recruit from these
established places in my opinion than it is from just the random internet. Because the people who are
in there, they've already decided where they want to be. They're already comfortable there. Why would
they want to change. Anyway, um, yeah, yes. For you. Let's let's talk to, who was it, Gary, and what
was his name? Bob? No, not Bob.
02:08
Ben.
ND - Lawrence FL 02:09
Ben. Sorry, Ben. Let's talk him about getting a Mumble meeting at nine, what was it like, 8, 9 pm? 8
pm? What works, what works for you, Mason?
Mason TX (Graham Whitson) 02:22
I'll talk to him. See when they're available.
ND - Lawrence FL 02:26
Okay, yeah, just one day a week. 30 minutes, max. I think everyone can do that. I like to keep the
meetings extremely short. Because I know we're all busy. And we don't really need to go over very
much. I like to keep it as simple as, "What's your availability? How are we going to do it? Good night."
02:41
Yeah, that's what I do for my regional meetings.
ND - Lawrence FL 02:43
[Inaudible] do last week, because the idea is the expectation is everyone did something last week, or
we were all there to do it together. We don't need to talk about it. We'll see it get posted on the main
page. We can talk about it then you know. You can turn it around, like, it's just it's just a little bit of a
slump. Even if there's no material, there's always something to do. You know, world's full of adventure.
You just got to go out and find it and document it and show others, you know.
03:18
Dude, hikes are the best way to get like, you know, you got a bunch of guys up in wherever you are.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 03:25
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And you get them. It's it's such a great main page post. You're getting out there and you're doing
something, like, even, even if it's not like a sticker. I mean, stickers are never going to be anything
other than the small channel.
ND - Lawrence FL 03:39
Yeah, I explained that already. But umm..
03:42
More on the topic of like having nothing to provide, Mason. Do you want to brainstorm on things we
could provide?
03:49
I think adventure and the activism is enough for me at least. Like, [inaudible] been doing this, I would
never seen this much of the country.
ND - Lawrence FL 03:58
I probably still be living... Maybe I would still be living in Washington State. Who knows? You know, the
most I've seen is like "wow, I went from Kirkland to Bellingham". That's it.
Mason TX (Graham Whitson) 04:12
I don't know, I can tell you about that. But I would rather do that in the meeting room.
ND - Lawrence FL 04:17
Alright, you want to do that like at a later time? Or do you want to an hour? What do you want?
Mason TX (Graham Whitson) 04:24
Oh, I can see when we have if we can have a meeting like it just be easier if they're all there that we
just talk about it?
ND - Lawrence FL 04:34
Sure. Sounds good. It's pretty late for me. So I kind of want to go to bed too. But um
Mason TX (Graham Whitson) 04:40
Oh no, not even that. I was gonna say like, we can still hang out here but I mean, if you want to do it
now I don't care.
ND - Lawrence FL 04:49
Sure. I mean, I'm available.
Mason TX (Graham Whitson) 04:51
I just saw two other people. So I was like, they probably want to talk.
ND - Lawrence FL 04:57
Sure. Well, yeah. If you, I'm happy to...
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Mason TX (Graham Whitson) 04:59
You can DM me, I mean, I'll fuckin text if you want me to.
ND - Lawrence FL 05:03
Yeah, sure, sure. Well, in which case I'll hop off and I'll be on my computer for a little bit but I am going
to get ready for bed
Mason TX (Graham Whitson) 05:10
No problem. I'll talk to you soon, Lawrence.
ND - Lawrence FL 05:13
Yeah message me, everything over to me and we'll sort it out from there. Alright, have a good night
guys.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 05:20
Have a good night, Lawrence. So Vincent, how're you doing, man?
05:31
Hey, good. I actually came on because I saw a message from from John Washington telling us to jump
into Mumble, but I might have misread the time.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 05:39
Yeah. Yeah, it was like, maybe an hour or so ago.
05:48
I was at the gym.
05:48
Did you post any...?
05:49
Oh, go ahead.
05:50
Sorry.
05:53
I was at the gym. And then, then I had a work meeting. I have pretty late work meetings. So I missed it.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 06:05
Yeah, it was just about the event coming up and plane stuff. Did he post anything in your Network 8
chat?
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06:18
Yes. So we, we've been given the flights that we're supposed to attend? Did I miss any other details?
Like, what did you hear? Just in case?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 06:25
So, we just talked about where we wanted to land. That was where we talked about, just what would
be the easiest. The location that was picked for us to drop off is the cheapest for everybody in the
PNW. So that's why he picked that location. Yeah, just just about that, making sure everybody's still
available. Other than that, yeah, it was just hammering down the drop off location.
07:03
Gotcha. What were the other options? Do you know?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 07:07
Yes. They're, the one that we're going to is a we're going to have a five, or well, I think it's like actually a
four hour drive from the airport to the campsite. There was a one hour location. And then there was
also like, a three hour one and I think another one after that. But Newark is the cheapest. And also,
there's a lot of rental vehicle options out there in New Jersey, compared to some of the other locations.
And also, if you've never seen the Statue of Liberty before, you might get a chance to see it.
07:51
Yeah, I figured John probably wouldn't say it but I was guessing that maybe proximity to the location
too...
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 07:59
If four to five hours from Newark gives you any ideas, then I mean... ...I've got a, I've got thoughts, I
have hopes, but like, I never know where it is and that's the fun.
08:18
Yeah, totally. I don't want to spoil it necessarily. But I have hopes too, it's just kind of a curiosity.
08:24
Oh yeah, I know we were talking about like places that might be more more antagonistic.
08:29
But if we're if we're four hours from the campsite, um...
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 08:34
It's four hours from the airport to the campsite. The campsites can be...
08:47
What was that?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 10:49
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Hello.
10:50
Hey I'm back, my Wi-Fi router restarted.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 10:53
Oh, okay,
10:54
uhh..
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 10:54
What's the last thing you heard me say?
10:55
You said something about, I was asking if it's four hours away from the campsite and then you were
talking about the campsite.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 11:04
Oh yeah, so the airport that we're dropping off that is about four, like four-ish hours away from the
campsite.
11:21
Gotcha. Yeah, no, I was, I didn't know if I had misheard that the airport's four hours away from the
location or the campsite's also four hours away from the location?
11:30
Do they usually keep a campsite pretty far away from the location as well?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 11:34
Yeah, usually we want to keep the campsite from, far from the location. Like when I was Salt Lake City
demo at the start of this year, our campsite was like, maybe an hour and a half, close to two from, from
Salt Lake City. And I think when they did the Philadelphia demo they, they were pretty, pretty far, or
like two hours or so because you know, it's all it's all cities up there.
12:13
Yeah, I saw the the flight details that John wants us to take and four hours to get to the flight would be
pretty early in the morning after a pretty long action, I imagine.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 12:27
Yeah, you're gonna be, basically with demos. Always take that Monday off if you can as well just
because like for example at Philly, they were marching for like four or five hours, dude, it was, it was
long, they were tired at the end. Like, when it was, you know, the middle, middle of winter and we did
the SLC demo I was pretty pooped, like it was, it was really cold. Like, you know vision's kind of blurred
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because there was an active kind of like, active, like, snowstorm going on. And like, we were, we were
going for like a couple hours, most guys, if you're working on your cardio though, it's not like a super big
problem. But you will be tired the day after.
13:35
Yeah, totally makes sense. I should probably make sure I have that Monday off too, my work is
fortunately really open about me taking days off.
13:43
Like my supervisor told me that he's not going to deny me just about any day that I take off as long as
it's not when everybody else is off work as well.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 13:51
Yeah. Yeah, I am usually pretty able to, like I actually have that first week of December off, so. Sadly
though, oh shit I forgot to tell John this actually, I can't get any days off in November. Any, any
weekends specifically. So I'm only going to be able to attend one drill, which is next weekend.
14:25
Cool. Well, I'm sorry to hear that but at least, at least you'll be able to make one.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 14:29
Yeah, I mean, the most important thing is I can at least make one. I would ideally like to make three but
I can't realistically do that because I have a lot going on in the month of November. And yeah.
14:46
Are you and Frederick carpooling up again?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 14:49
Um, might carpool... Oh, hey, Thomas. How you doing?
Thomas Rousseau 14:52
Hello, what's, what's going on? Can I help with anything?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 14:55
Oh, no, we were just talking about drilling.
Thomas Rousseau 14:57
Drilling. I can help with that. What kinda drilling are we doing?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 15:01
Oh, like getting getting there. Like, in terms of availability like I was talking about how I was wasn't
available for...
Thomas Rousseau 15:09
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Like traveling to meetings?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 15:10
Yeah, just traveling. Yeah.
Thomas Rousseau 15:15
We had a guy just apply, 8:37 pm. Said, my political ideology, wrote "whatever is best." Illustrative,
man. Religion he says, "I wish." "I am not able to do anything meaningful on my own." You're telling me
buddy.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 15:39
On average Thomas, how many joke applications do you think you get?
Thomas Rousseau 15:45
Well that's the thing, I don't think that guy was joking.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 15:48
Oh my goodness.
Thomas Rousseau 15:50
It depends. After, there was some news stories that came out from Pennsylvania. If you saw Twitter
and we got maybe about a dozen hate mail applications saying, saying that were terrible and we're
hillbilly bumkins and that they were going to rape my non-existent wife and that my, you know, so on
and so forth. Basic, basic things like that. Yeah, pretty used to it. Stuff about you know, melanated
genitalia, which is pretty common. But usually we don't get that many of those, maybe one off every
now and then, but, I don't know, it's hard to tell. There's a very gray line between someone who's just
dumb and writing a terrible application and someone who's joking. You know how it is with irony on the
internet these days.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 16:35
Yeah, that's true.
Thomas Rousseau 16:37
But we respond to a pretty solid majority of the applications we get, it's just, you know, you know, some
of them don't even log in and then a lot of them don't pass the interview so it's, it's a narrowing process
every filter they go through.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 16:53
Oh, yes, for sure.
Thomas Rousseau 16:55
So Vincent, you took photos and were at the the hike in the mountains... California, right?
17:01
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Yes, that's correct.
Thomas Rousseau 17:03
Gotcha. So there's two folders that Brandon sent me, there was another guy who was taking like some
long exposure shots the night sky and the campsite. That was someone else, Logan right?
17:18
Yep, Logan California and he did some some really good photos he showed me some of those and his
tripod was better set up for that than, than mine was.
Thomas Rousseau 17:29
Buddy, Nathan needs to work out, boy. I'm looking through your photos right now. Did you get any, get
any close ups of the Kekistan flag, Vincent?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 17:44
Wait, what?
Thomas Rousseau 17:49
I got it. We got to put that on the front page. Branding.
17:55
I think after, after what happened with the Mount Rainier hike, I tried to avoid anything that wasn't like,
that I knew was explicitly good optics.
18:05
So I definitely was trying to be careful about that.
Thomas Rousseau 18:09
I don't think it's too much to ask. And like, even little things like I heard someone on the Ranier hike do
wouldn't put their 50 star flag the right way around which is inverted because.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 18:20
Yeah.
18:22
Yeah, I missed that. I didn't see that until, I actually didn't review the photos.
Thomas Rousseau 18:27
When it comes to little things like patches, man just like say "Hey, bro, hold up real quick", done, you
know, like that's what I do with people, because you know, doesn't matter, right? And yeah, and every
time I've ever been messed with by cops with, with y'all and otherwise, that flag has always been on
their shoulder. I don't take too kindly to it.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 18:57
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Don't take kindly to them in these parts.
Thomas Rousseau 19:01
Or in any parts for that matter. What percentage of the way up the mountain do think you went?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 19:08
For, for the white mountain peak one? That, we got pretty close to the end. What would you think of
that Vincent? And we got, we got to the last saddle back before we had to go up the last slope. So we, I
would say we got near the end?
19:26
Yeah, I think if it was, it was seven miles the whole way. One, one direction. I think we probably made it
at least five, maybe six miles [inaudible]
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 19:35
Sounds about right.
19:36
That last mile would have been pretty, pretty tight uphill.
Thomas Rousseau 19:39
It gets exponentially harder with the altitude and the, I don't know, I say that considering Albert but like,
it's like we started at the tree line and I don't see a single tree for like 30 miles in any direction. Well, no
there's some bushes back there. But um, but y'all, did y'all pass like a grass line? It just turns into rocks
or is there grass most of the way up?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 20:04
It's pretty desolate all around.
Thomas Rousseau 20:06
I see like, little shrubs and stuff and most of these pictures there's like this little gray grass, you know?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 20:11
Oh yeah, there's stunted, gray and dead grass, but like there there's not really much greenery back at
the campsite there's actually trees.
Thomas Rousseau 20:23
Yeah, I saw those. I really liked those long exposure shots. Had it, did you have like a tripod? I
imagined.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 20:30
Yes, he did.
Thomas Rousseau 20:32
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And I had a tripod, I don't know what happened, I think I lost it in the move. I gotta go back and get it or
something but I'd really love, I love, I love these long exposure shots especially with the stars, how they
were, I really liked that we did this, I like, like when we're doing creative stuff. I'll definitely be able to
source a lot of these photos into S.O.C.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 20:54
Yeah the, the long exposure shots with the stars, it worked out very perfectly. Like, the region we were
camping and a lot of people, they go to that region for two reasons...
Thomas Rousseau 21:04
Well it's an observatory.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 21:05
Yeah, there's an observatory there. There's also the California University Research Center along the
trail up the hike which we pass by, but yeah, people go there for two things, either go up the mountain
or to stargaze. And we got a pretty good look at like, the Milky Way and everything.
Thomas Rousseau 21:26
James Arizona here rockin a, an off-brand 50 Star flag patch with the black outline. Cutting my supply
chain [inaudible] or something. Yeah, but no it looks it looks like everything you know, I mean, in the
photos make it look like everything went well. I'll be able to, I'm going to start mixing these into, I need
to, I need to schedule a bunch of new SOC posts. But Vincent, you and Logan to the same extent, y'all
should start working on your skills and your setup so that you can do photog, and video and stuff this
this December thing that you're going to. Definitely want to work on cardio big time because there's
going to be a big bloc of guys, you know what, when we're setting up the, you know, the the bake sale,
and you, you're going to be running up and down and left and right and all over a good while for maybe
a few hours, you know? You're going to be running around and that's not even including stuff that you
might want to do at camp, right? So definitely start working on, I think Logan is, like you said, Logan
was like, a big cardio guy, like he was a runner or something, Brandon, I think is someone else who
mentioned.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 22:41
Logan California. Yeah, he gots a runner's build and he says he he spends a good amount of time
doing cardio.
Thomas Rousseau 22:48
So Vince, you know, if you needed to any additional fitness, fitness help, then you definitely have that
be a big goal, cardio and mobility, as a, when it, when it comes down to it, you know, the difference
between getting, getting that shot, you know, is just getting there in time, you know?
23:07
So are you asking me to be a camera guy for the next thing?
Thomas Rousseau 23:10
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No, Vincent, Vincent Washington.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 23:12
I was, I was like, Whoa, I don't know how to do all that.
Thomas Rousseau 23:16
Yeah, Vince, I need you to be on radios, I need you to be a camera guy. I need to do first aid. And I
need you to give the speech. And I need you to tie my shoelaces, okay?
23:28
Behind me is [inaudible] Massachusetts.
Thomas Rousseau 23:34
Ice cream soft serve. I'm hungry. Yeah, fun fact, last DC, 2020, I actually did have to stop the march to
tie my shoes. Because the sole, the sole on my boot had actually fallen off or was falling off. And I had
very big soles on my boots. So I would be walking, like, hobbled, like, I would be like, I would have a
noticeable limp the whole way, which I didn't want, so what I did it was like, brainstorm. So I stopped, I
kneel down, I get behind a few guys so they can't see me. And then I tie my shoe laces under the boot
and then back up over on top and then tie them together to hold the hold the sole on, and I did that for
the rest of the day. And then I threw those boots away.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 24:24
There you go. Adapt and overcome.
Thomas Rousseau 24:27
I just glued the other sole back on. That, the previous day when I was driving through Tennessee, you
know something, if something's gonna go wrong, it's gonna go wrong in Tennessee, that's what they
say. People who say that, you ever heard them say that?
24:41
I never heard that.
Thomas Rousseau 24:43
You ain't lived until you stopped at a small gas station outside of Knoxville. And you bought a thing at
J-B Weld and you've, and you're sticking your shoe back together with a man from Arkansas in the
back of a passenger van. You ain't never lived until you've done exactly that.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 25:01
I've been to Tennessee 2 times and I haven't had that experience.
Thomas Rousseau 25:07
Tennessee is probably one of my, one of my favorite states. So it's a nice state to drive through, you
feel good. You just feel good driving through Tennessee, you know, are, the signs, everything's just
kind of nice and comfortable.
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Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 25:21
The south is just great, honestly.
Thomas Rousseau 25:23
Virginia just feels oppressive. I, I'm sorry, at least in the areas I've ever been. It's wrong because I only
go to northern Virginia. But
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 25:31
Where are you going in Virginia specifically? Is it Richmond?
Thomas Rousseau 25:35
I've driven to DC a lot. I went to Richmond once, and in DC, 2020. But, uh, western Virginia is is kind of
alright. But the thing is, I always end up going through western Virginia. Like at night, right? So I never
actually see it, never stopped anywhere except maybe a gas station. And if I'm ever in Virginia and it's
daytime, I'm probably in around DC or otherwise northern Virginia. And it's, you know, oppressive and
governmental. So my opinion of Virginia has been due to this. I recognize this bias, but I can't help it.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 26:10
You just got to get to the more rural parts. Of course, avoid Richmond at all costs, unless you got like,
you want to be mugged.
Thomas Rousseau 26:18
Ya got business there. Business.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 26:22
Actually wanting to move to West Virginia. I really like the state.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 26:28
Oh, the Old Dominion state does have a lot of history and beauty, [inaudible] mischief?
Thomas Rousseau 26:37
He's being mischievous. He's ripping up paper towels and leaving the trash. He hides under Mason's
desk and he's like, "oh, you can't see me. You can't see me". Tex has a thing for socks, right? He
loves to he loves to grab socks... [Talking to dog 'Tex'] Hey, hey hey. He loves to grab socks and then
parade them around. And he wants you to chase him, right? Because he loves that. And, and, you
know, then if you won't chase him, he'll like just like, press his paw down and just start, just start tearing
the sock into shreds and threads, make a terrible mess, and he's always doing Patrick's socks more
than anybody else's. I don't know why. So I think, I think his grand total is like three socks in one day.
And consider those are each part of a pair. So the fact that Patrick still has socks to wear at this at the
going rate, it surprises me.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 27:35
[Inaudible] aim for those odd numbers just so you have a pair that can't be used.
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Thomas Rousseau 27:42
He can't, he can't always get hands so he goes for feet instead. Always furious, always furious.
[Talking to dog 'Tex']: Oh my god. Oh my, no, no. He's a terrorist is what he is. He's a domestic
terrorist. [Talking to dog 'Tex'] Leave me alone. [Speaking to dog 'Tex'] I'm working, Tex, don't
embarrass me in front of my Patriot Front. [Inaudible] Shut up. We're gonna be, we're gonna be
bringing him to the Network 1 and Network 2 meeting this weekend and he's gonna have so much
fun,whenever people are drilling Tex loves to run around and run in between.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 28:26
You know, speaking of Network 2, have you heard anything from Nathan Texas?
Thomas Rousseau 28:32
Nathan Texas hasn't been in Texas in maybe a few years I feel, I I don't know. I don't know where the
hell he is. I don't know what he's doing. I know he's gonna pop up again. Eventually. He's been doing
it. He's been very inconsistently consistent. Like previously, he's had an excuse of like, oh, there's
never guys where I go, but we have such a better spread of members now that like, I feel like he
should, even if he's being a little nomadic, which is fine. I feel like he should be able to meet people
almost anywhere he goes, so.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 29:05
Oh, he's definitely more than a little nomadic. He is completely nomadic.
Thomas Rousseau 29:11
I mean, that man was an enigma back when he lived locally and we like met up with him. You should
reach out to Jason and see if he can track him down.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 29:21
I mean, he contacts me sporadically. Last I heard he was coming down back south, he seems to very
much enjoy a particular area in the San Diego beach area. He seems to have taken a liking to his
particular spot there. But last I heard he was traveling back down from Oregon down to the southern
California.
Thomas Rousseau 29:45
He usually stays and kind of usually always stays in the west. But yeah, just, uh, reach out to Jason,
maybe Jason has an extra contact for him. I feel like we just tried to get him back into it. I mean, the
man's been an enigma forever but he's, he's an honest guy at least, I mean, he's nice. He's not
dangerous or anything. I don't know. Reach out to him and see if we can actually integrate him back
into formal structure.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 30:09
Oh, I'm definitely trying. Its just, he's always moving around a lot. But last time I saw him in person, I,
jeez, that was a while ago. We did, we did a group sticker run at a university. Where was I? I think it
was in Orange, California. We did that with him.
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Thomas Rousseau 30:30
I haven't seen him in God knows how long. Nathan, fun fact, Nathan is probably one of, probably the
longest standing member if you can call that. Besides maybe me and Billy, I think he's been around
since, he might have been in VA [inaudible] PF existed, but he might have. I think he was actually. I
think he was.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 31:02
I think he was, I remember he was telling us when he met with us at one time, he was telling us about
stuff like that.
Thomas Rousseau 31:09
Yeah. It gets old. Us VA members are dying breed.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 31:16
Well, you know, seeing VA doesn't exist anymore, I can see why.
Thomas Rousseau 31:21
[Inaudible] then I think, I think him, me and Billy are the only ones left that, that have been in.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 31:32
Billy Texas? I don't think [inaudible]
Thomas Rousseau 31:39
Yeah, he kind of has a unique status due to his longevity. He doesn't, he doesn't usually do a lot of
travel stuff. And he has like, a back issue, which means that he can't do a whole lot of physical stuff. I
certainly sympathize with [inaudible]. He comes, he comes to local stuff in Network 2. He helps out with
the NNM meetings and other stuff. And he's a, he's very, he's very tech and, tech and finance savvy
guy, which is crazy thinking about he joined VA, which is like, such a, such a worse group to do that
with than we are now. It's strange man, back then, you know, like, there's just so much manpower
going around. And so little care, like, with, like, how people were judging stuff, which is not like, a
critique on anybody, because I was there too, you know, but um, it... Nowadays it's like, like, people
always, you know, like, examine everything under a microscope about joining X group or being loyal to
XY figure or e-celeb, but back then, man, none of that matters. Like, oh, this this random group, I'll just
send him an email, don't worry about it, you know? And you got the extremes, right? You didn't really
get many regular people. But you got people who were both very valuable and very useless. And you
put them in a big melting pot together and you ended up with trash, so fun fact, very, very valuable
people don't work well with entirely useless people. Especially under structures that are dictated by
useless people, or if they're dictated by the valuable people, you only have trash to deal with, or fun
fact, you know, zero times, you know, zero times, 100 is [blows raspberry], you know, so that's what
happened.
33:37
Doesn't sound like sound math.
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Thomas Rousseau 33:42
Zero times 100 [inaudible] I'm pretty sure and it is it is in an effort to [inaudible] get off my back, Vince,
y'all can can't be, we all be neurosurgeons like you are.
34:01
I'm just neuro, I'm not a surgeon.
Thomas Rousseau 34:03
No, Vincent actually owns a hospital.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 34:06
Vincent, are you telling me you have the PF hospital here?
Thomas Rousseau 34:10
No, it's owned by Moderna.
34:14
Thanks for the dox bro.
Thomas Rousseau 34:18
Vincent is actually making our vaccines, he's trying to encode a sticker printing format into people's
mRNA, so that, so that when those people then have children, those children come out with like, a fresh
patch and bag of stickers because the DNA. There's a joke in here somewhere, just...
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 34:39
Genius.
Thomas Rousseau 34:39
The science you do. The science you do.
34:42
That sounds useful for activism.
Thomas Rousseau 34:44
I saw, I saw a meme about, or it was like a thing about them encoding data into DNA in, and put that in
vaccines. There's a joke somewhere.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 34:53
I mean, I saw a thing where the Chinese government is trying to put spider DNA in babies.
Thomas Rousseau 35:00
Nah, nah nah nah nah nah nah nah, no that's Batman. What's the Spider Man theme song? Spider
Man... he's a Chinaman with spider DNA mixed in... [inaudible]...extra limbs, extra chromosomes, extra
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eyes. What's not to love? I was, I was in the house yesterday. In case y'all were surprised by that, I
was at home. And there was a big old spider, like a wolf spider. You know, I'm not very arachnophobic,
but some things just get me. So it's a big like wolf spider, harmless and stuff. But it's walking around,
and then I'm looking at it. And I'm like, how am I going to deal with this? You know, do, am I going to
smash it and then pick it up with the thing? Am I gonna, you know, flick it into a trashcan or something?
And then, and then Tex comes over. He's like, oh boy, is this a new toy and he goes sniff, sniff sniff and
he like, slams his nose into it. And all of a sudden, we found it was a mama's spider. And it has like
hundreds of those little babies and they just start crawling everywhere all over the tile in the wall and
everything. And I'm like, oh my god, what am I gonna do? Like, how am I going to get all these? So
then I, you know, I very politely kick Tex to the other side of the room. I didn't actually kick him. I just
like pushed him back and I said stay. And then I went and I grabbed like, like a bleach cleaner because
we don't have like bug spray, bug, bug killers. I just grabbed a bleach cleaner and sprayed all over the
whole, whole part of the hallway and then mopped it up. And that, fun fact, bleach kills spiders, just like
it does people, so. But, uh, Tex was, uh, very inquisitive and he was probably just as scared as I was
when he had a bunch of tiny spiders crawling over his nose. [Talking to dog 'Tex']: Weren't you, buddy,
weren't you? He says yes. We went to the park today and played while the other guys were at work.
And there was a, there was like, a, like a sunbleached basketball. I was kicking it across the field. And
then he would sprint after it. You know, kind of doing that thing that dogs do when they kind of sprint at
something running so fast and they don't know how to stop. So he like, trips over it. And he's trying to
bite it but it's a big basketball and he's, he's a big dog but he's not that big, you know? So he can't
actually bite it in his mouth. So he's just sitting there gnawing on it and then while he's gnawing on it...
[Talking to dog 'Tex']: Oh, hello. And while he's gnawing on it, I kick it again. And then he runs around
again. [Talking to dog 'Tex']: Great time, wasn't it Tex? No, no. Do yall have dogs? You should have a
golden retriever if you don't have a dog.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 37:34
I got a husky named Avalon.
37:38
I have a Siberian Cat.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 37:42
Yeah, you know, weirdly enough, there seems to be a lot of Huskies in California for some reason. I
got, I got...
Thomas Rousseau 37:50
[Inaudible] like a fancy dog.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 37:52
Yeah, purely a fancy dog, like I, my former mother in law used to breed a lot of dogs and that's a very
common one.
38:02
Yeah, my family used to breed Siberian huskies in particular.
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Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 38:07
Yeah, we got a, got a husky here actually, going, going to be getting a second one probably tomorrow.
Thomas Rousseau 38:14
No no no oh my god no, he's attacking me, get back.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 38:27
Well guys, we're gonna have no more source of stickers after this.
Thomas Rousseau 38:37
[Inaudible] time at any cost. We trained him so well. [Talking to dog 'Tex']: Alright, alright. Hey, all
done, all done all done. All done. All done. I know you're upset. Hold on. Anyways, I'm sorry, go back
to y'all.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 38:51
Demanding, demanding Tex.
Thomas Rousseau 38:53
He is demanding, just, just, just like his poppy. [Inaudible]. The other guy, the other guys got jobs. I'm,
you know, I'm technically unemployed according to the IRS. I just hang around the house all day and
do absolutely nothing. But me and Tex, me and Tex hold down the fort every day.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 39:19
You get to slave away in the sticker dungeon.
Thomas Rousseau 39:22
Yeah, it's actually quite more spacious than the previous dungeon, well, it's a, it's more stuff in a
condensed space but it's better organized now, um. I have a big stack of cardboard boxes, and I got a
shipment of a, of 2000 sheets of adhesive paper maybe about a week ago and I've probably worked
through, I don't know, maybe 600 sheets of it. Came in sheets of 100K and boxes of 150... 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9. So there's nine boxes of 150 and I originally got 2000. How much did Thomas cut? Algebra
equation? [Humming 'Jeopardy' theme music]
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 40:08
Do you know what this actually reminds me? Thomas? Some of my guys in the last regional meeting
they were asking about, um.
Thomas Rousseau 40:17
I'm working on the orders. Jesus.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 40:20
Not, not orders, they were asking about like, assisting with sticker orders, like setting up other sticker
shops in certain regions.
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Thomas Rousseau 40:28
Yeah. See, that sounds like a great idea until you realize my profits would be slashed by like a third at
least. We have three shops and then I can't pay rent anymore. And then I have to get a job. And now I
have, like 60 percent less time than I did. And also remember that, you know, the funds from the
promat that doesn't just go to the promat, but it also goes to things like our servers, to me putting in,
you know, donations, to some other Kickstarter projects, like, like our, you know, help with the shirts
and the shields and the other things. You know, I pull a little bit of extra weight around that stuff
sometimes. So, you know.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 41:08
Okay, okay, fair, fair. Yeah, they just wanted me to ask you that.
Thomas Rousseau 41:14
We don't, we aren't, we aren't operating in a free market scenario right now. It's a bit of, a bit of a
command economy. But things are, things are going fine. I have a really big stack, I've done a lot. And
you know, we would keep it up with orders we were, we were pretty close to caught up by the, by
Independence Day. And we've sent, we gave plenty orders there. I got about an average of 10 orders
at each of the big hikes I went to. I mailed out another one, another, two actually, just the other day,
and I'm setting up a big batch. And probably, I'll try to get another batch or two out in October and then
everything after that I'll try to deliver in December. There's gonna be a lot. I'm going to be putting
another order for posters here soon.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 42:08
You know, speaking of all this. You remember those, I guess, I guess they were limited run patches you
had, you had them at like the NJP event.
Thomas Rousseau 42:19
The unofficial ones? For, those aren't limited run. I'm still making those. I'm just giving them out
whenever, I'm only giving them out in person right now. But yeah, I'm still making them I've sold a
bunch at the, the other hikes.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 42:31
Gotcha.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 42:33
How many do you have planned for December? Because I want to buy at least one of every single one.
Thomas Rousseau 42:39
I'm gonna bring a bunch. So come prepared. It's while supplies last.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 42:47
Your, you don't have to fist fight some guys to get yours.
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Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 42:51
What I'm hearing is I'm just gonna have to get in there like a day early.
Thomas Rousseau 42:56
I'm not sure, I'm not sure. I'm probably going to be one of the, one of the latter, latter travel parties to
show up as usual, cause uh, ya know, but, you know, hey,
43:10
Oh, I noticed on the printshop, yout took down the Chevron flag that used to be up there?
Thomas Rousseau 43:18
Yeah, we weren't selling flags anymore, we had a bit of an issue with those, people buy them, and then
they would kind of keep them. And then when we needed them for demonstration, they wouldn't bring
them. And people would be reluctant, people would be reluctant to offer their flags up for
demonstrations or stuff. They thought they wouldn't get them back. And to be fair, they didn't. But the
issue is, I would much rather us go without flags and some banner drops or some stuff like that, if we're
100 percent sure to have the ones we need at a hike or at a thing. And I have been distributing them
into various clusters. So, so most, most areas should have one or two. And I'm going to be placing a
big order for a bunch that will probably kind of, you know, distribute accordance, each according to their
need, you know, at December. But I need to make sure that we have a bunch of... By the way, did, did
they do a thing in in Oregon or Washington where they had like 50 Star American flags, like tied up in
bridges?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 44:16
Yeah, actually, that's very common in some of the more working class rural towns. Like in [inaudible], I
have a few banner drop locations planned for and there it is littered with 50 Star flags. Like how many
of you need?
Thomas Rousseau 44:34
I'm not saying, I'm just saying if we end up, you know, needing a bunch at the, at the march or
something, if we end up needing 100 flags, and maybe we want to, you know, a third, third, third ratio
between the 13 star, the 50 star inverted obviously, and the chevron. You know, they're I mean, they're
free, right? And they're putting them out there. They want them to be used, right? They're just being
used improperly. So you...
44:55
You actually already paid for them if you pay taxes.
Thomas Rousseau 44:58
Yeah, so there you go. It's the people's flags. So yeah, if you, if you're on a road trip with somebody
and something on the way back, you know, maybe it's a little covert, go and, go and nab those as might
be reasonable for a trip. I've encouraged people in other areas. I know that's very common in like, you
know, like, I remember that being very common in like Connecticut and Western Massachusetts when I
drove through.
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Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 45:26
Yeah, basically, any part of Oregon that votes, uh, votes conservative, there's always going to be a 50
star flag somewhere just out and about.
Thomas Rousseau 45:38
I mean, obviously, you don't want to mess anything, like the front lawn, but if it's on like, like an
overpass, then...
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 45:44
Yeah, I understand.
Thomas Rousseau 45:46
And I don't feel like disrespecting it. Because for one, technically, technically, if you want to interpret the
flag code, we are flying the flag properly. As a we are in a state of distress, the whole, the dang whole
country is in a state of distress. But also it's not like we're destroying the flags, we're using them. And
in fact, they're probably going to be they're probably going to be, they're serving a more proper purpose
than they were otherwise by just being on a roadway, you know.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 46:12
Yeah. Yeah. And I mean, already, I don't know about other states, but in in Oregon, specifically, they've
had the 50 star at half mast for almost two years now.
Thomas Rousseau 46:22
Yeah, yeah. Might as well just shorten the flagpoles at that point.
46:27
Yeah.
Thomas Rousseau 46:30
But uh, yeah, I've sent that idea to people, they don't really do that here in Texas, because we don't
have that many bridges that are, that have fences on them. And you don't really see that. But any
areas that you're driving through a bunch of those areas and you want to, you have time to kill, because
I know you probably got to take every exit and then, and maybe it's at night. So you don't got to worry,
just bring a, bring some like, standard clippers just to get those zip ties. I assume they do zip ties.
46:55
Yeah.
Thomas Rousseau 46:56
Get however many of them you can, we'll use whatever we got.
47:00
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Yeah, there's a specific location, but um, there's a mining company that puts them up on a, on a
overpass going into...
Thomas Rousseau 47:09
Company-made government flags.
47:11
Exactly.
Thomas Rousseau 47:13
There you go. Blair Mountain all over again. Bingo, you got it. You know what's up, do that. Do that
and bring bring me a duffel bag full of them. And they're usually like the nice embroidered ones aren't
they?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 47:27
Typically.
Thomas Rousseau 47:28
Nice. Those are so expensive. If you get those at Home Depot. They're like 25 bucks a pop. Isn't that
crazy?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 47:32
Oh, gosh, at the, uh, at the army surplus store that we have they're like, oh, man, I'd actually have to
see how much my more than free, it's not like, it's not like 25, I think it's a little bit less. I, my father got
a stars and bars flag.
Thomas Rousseau 48:01
Yeah, deffo, get, snag me a bunch of those. Vincent. Also I want a duffel bag, I want a duffel bag full of
flags by December.
48:09
When I was, when I was traveling the past two days, I marked some, I, two specific overpasses that
had a dozen each. So I will, I will send those to Henry.
Thomas Rousseau 48:21
Yeah because really, last time we went to DC in the January we had scrambled to get some [inaudible]
and stuff and it was stupid expensive. And I was kicking myself. Because, because when we came
from DC I came from Boston. And I was like, man, I saw 100 of them just sitting there on fences, you
know, in the middle of streets that, that were nice embroidered ones, and instead we're having to buy
like, Walmart printed ones for $15 a piece. Its ridiculous. I think it's, you know, I have enough respect
for the 50 star flag. Not to like, like video us like, ripping them apart or like, you know, burning them
and stuff like that. I feel like it's a valid symbol, if only because it's a iteration of a more adept symbol.
But I believe we are, I believe that's the, it's the justification that we're actually using it properly. We're
using it in the intended, that, to showcase the distress of the nation and the opposition to the state.
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Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 49:26
Well, question, Thomas, do you want it to be a 50 star or 49 star flag in the future?
Thomas Rousseau 49:35
I don't really... Without getting into policy and territorial. How would you define the borders of your
ethnostate?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 49:43
I was just making a joke about Hawaii.
Thomas Rousseau 49:46
I don't like, you know, I don't really like non-, the non-contiguous territories. I think Alaska is fine, but I
just I dont care about Alaska either. I mean, I know it's nice and pretty. But to be honest, Hawaii has
got a lot of pretty spots too, but it doesn't mean... you know, whatever, I don't care. I don't think about it.
I'm never, I'm, I'm probably I'm realistically, probably definitely never going to go to Hawaii, realistically,
probably never going to go to Alaska.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 50:14
We've had guys in Alaska before. I remember we used to have Sean Alaska. But I think one of the very
big problems with Alaska is that...
Thomas Rousseau 50:21
We get one at a time, and we could never connect them.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 50:24
Yeah, they're so isolated, they drop off. That's the problem with Alaska. They're so isolated.
Thomas Rousseau 50:30
Say, say we do get a network out there somehow, right. How the hecksticks are we going to ensure,
like, first of all, they're going to be crazy isolated? And how are we going to know if they're doing dumb
stuff? Right? Because there's none of that cross pollination that we have. Even you know, and I mean,
you know, Brandon, you guys in Southern California are probably the most, you know, comparatively
isolated guys in the country right now, as far as, you know, clusters go. But even then, you know, y'all
meet up with the Washington guys and the Arizona guys. And Arizona guys meet up with us. And you
know, we in Texas meet up with everybody. Right? So that's, you know, then you're two, you're two
degrees of separation at most from someone in Maine, right? In that way, you're just adding tons of
extra steps. Also, if you're driving to, that you have to you know, pass like a border checkpoint, no
matter what, that causes obvious issues. Well, yeah, it's like, a passport because driving to Canada. I
think they have like ferries, maybe?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 51:33
Yeah. So you can take a boat. That's actually true.
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Thomas Rousseau 51:36
But that's expensive. And annoying.
51:39
Yeah, it's cheaper almost to drive.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 51:41
Boats are not expensive if you know what you're doing. Fun fact, years ago, when I was trying to join
the French Foreign Legion, I was looking at a route that would have me working on a cargo ship and
they would drop me off in France. Very cheap, completely free. Alls they want is my labor.
Thomas Rousseau 52:01
Yeah, I was looking at a way for guys from Minnesota to drive to Michigan without having to, for
Wisconsin, without having to go all the way around. And apparently there's a big ferry passage that
can take cars too and go straight across from like, uh, like Mantacot or one of those weird, you know,
super northern Midwest sounding towns. And it's actually quicker to do the ferry straight across than to
go all the way around, even though it takes you like four hours, which I guess makes sense. It's a big
hecking lake. But it's like, it's like kind of more of a tourist thing than like, oh, I'm, I need to get across
the lake in the fastest way thing. So it's like, oh, you do that for the experience, and not because hey, I
need to get over there and don't want to drive through Gary, Indiana. Because you know, who wants to
drive to Gary, Indiana? Am I right guys?
52:54
They're building an airport there right? Or were they thinking about it?
Thomas Rousseau 52:58
They should build it as fast as possible!
53:04
They're trying to like, revive the whole, the whole city.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 53:09
Quick thing on Alaska, if we did get a network up there. Honestly, I'd be willing to visit them.
Thomas Rousseau 53:16
You know, honestly, I would be more okay with us not recruiting there. But maybe occasionally, if ever,
sending a group of continental members up there via ferry or or whatever, or plane and having them
like do some cool, hiker mountain stuff there. But.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 53:36
I've been looking for mountains up there.
Thomas Rousseau 53:38
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it's kind of like a colony, you know, but so like, we just have a caste system that if you're, if you're from
Alaska, it's like the Spanish caste system. You're not like a, like a Creole. You, you're like a
[inaudible]. I'm kind of, obviously if someone... the reason that uh, obviously there are Americans in
Alaska, it's just due to logistical reasons with it being a non-contiguous territory, we can't really organize
there. But if someone, if someone was born in Alaska, lived their life there and whatever, and they
moved, then yeah.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 54:12
You're saying we should conquer British Columbia to connect Alaska to the continental United States?
Thomas Rousseau 54:18
Honestly, I you know, I don't really, I don't really know or care a whole lot about that, that area of
Canada. But if you, if we can just like, get the highway, like, put a border fence on either side of the
highway or something. I don't know. Man, I look at all these towns and there's so weird gerrymandered
borders with all these like, municipalities and stuff like that. You ever look on Google and see how
towns will be like this big area and then just this road, and then another big area all the way over here?
You ever look at that?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 54:45
Trust me, I know. You want see gerrymandering taken to the max? Look at like, the counties in
California.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 54:53
I know exactly what you're talking about Brandon. When I was living in SoCal, it was just, oh my gosh.
Thomas Rousseau 55:00
Counties, counties in Texas are great because they're almost all perfect square.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 55:05
Not here, not here.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 55:07
Whats a perfect square look like? know, let's just, let's just take up the entire Mojave Desert and go
over the San Bernardino forest into LA.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 55:17
There are counties in California that looked like like literal cancer. It's like, it's just this long weaving
snake in between a bunch of other counties. It's like what's, who did this? And was the election that
important?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 55:31
Yes, it was.
Thomas Rousseau 55:35
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You know what bothers me? Panhandles. They're not like, like Texas has a massive panhandle that's
bigger than some states. I'm talking, like West Virginia's panhandles, what's up with that? What's up
with that? Why? It really is Ohio. It's not even West Virginia, you know, it doesn't count.
55:54
Yeah, like the reason that those things like exist is well, what, because it's like, the Civil War, right?
Thomas Rousseau 56:03
Yeah, well, West Virginia is at least, at least with the, with the other [inaudible] Maryland. I hate the
shape of Maryland, Maryland's a great state just, dude, I hate it so much. The shape, not, not anything
else about it, I actually like Maryland. I just, I hate to shape, the geography of Maryland bothers me
immensely.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 56:21
It's kind of fun to look at states and see what they look like. I remember growing up, my dad always
told me that our home state of South Carolina looks like a pork chop. So that's how I remember it.
Thomas Rousseau 56:32
I can see it. Why can I see it? Ugh. It really bothers me. We should have more, we should have more
of a presence in South Carolina and Tennessee. Now, we're actually doing really well in Alabama and
Georgia right now and North Carolina. So so we have, we have South Carolina surrounded with good
people. It's just we don't have anybody yet. We used to get a lot of people there. I mean, Brandon, you
remember Arthur?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 57:00
I do remember Arthur. Yes.
Thomas Rousseau 57:02
He was a solid guy, and back when COVID started, he started making those weird, like anti-5G
graphics. And he was making anti-vaccine stuff and it's like, you know, on it, like, you know, I don't
think anybody was like, you know, bending over backwards to like support vaccine companies or stuff.
It's just, like, I mean, come on, guys, you know, let's try to, let's try to, like, PF isn't going to be an antivaccine group. Can we you know, can we get back on topic here? And then, you know, it's like, all this
other stuff, and then, and then because like he got talked, like talked down to, was making all these like
crazy, crazy sticker designs. He just like cut out and never, never came back which is dumb, by the
way, but whatever, he was a lot older than most guys, so.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 57:48
That's a shame that he left.
Thomas Rousseau 57:51
That man's ...Myrtle Beach like 1000 times. Oh, dude.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 57:54
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Oh, dude. Myrtle Beach, I remember going there as a kid.
Thomas Rousseau 57:58
It really bothers me that we don't have a stronger group of guys in Tennessee. We've had guys come
and go but it's, it, you know, there's a huge metro area around Nashville. And it's such a, it's such a
central area for the, for the eastern part of the country - that, and in St. Louis, which, we actually have a
great big group of guys now,
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 58:14
How are we in Kentucky?
Thomas Rousseau 58:17
I think we have one, maybe two guys. And they're right on the border of Ohio, so they're kind of, you
know, right on board with them
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 58:25
On the border with the carpetbaggers.
Thomas Rousseau 58:29
Ohio's nice.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 58:30
No, I'm just joking.
Thomas Rousseau 58:32
When we went through Columbus, there's a lot of, that was fun. Yeah, there was uh, that was, that
farmland was actually really nice.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 58:39
Oh, it was very beautiful. There there was quite a few times where I felt like just wandering off into a
cornfield [inaudible].
Thomas Rousseau 58:49
Vincent sent me a picture of his dog. Oh, wait, is that, uh, that's not Wolfie.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 58:54
No, that's my dog.
Thomas Rousseau 58:56
Your dog, is that a shepherd? Australian Shepherd or a different kind?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 59:00
Yeah, he's a, he's a mix...
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Thomas Rousseau 59:01
Or border collie?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 59:01
He's a mix with a, uh, a Bluetick Hound is what they would call it in the south.
Thomas Rousseau 59:06
Hm. Would have been useful to have him when we went to Nashville.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 59:13
Yeah, I dont want to talk about that. I, I have like eight of those things on me.
59:18
You had 8 ticks on you?!
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 59:20
Yeah.
Thomas Rousseau 59:22
So sweet. I had one big one. I still have a little. It never got red or anything. But I have a tiny little like
scar from where I took the tick off.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 59:33
Yeah, you gotta be careful with ticks, especially if you rip them off. Their head stays on there. It can
burrow into you.
59:41
I honestly preferred the tick situation to the wasp situation.
Thomas Rousseau 59:46
Yeah, so I actually got my tick. I actually didn't get any ticks from Nashville but I got a big tick, my big
tick was a, was in the New Jersey campsite. Because when I went out there and did that, I did it for an
interview that we didn't even end up publishing with Lucca because it was blurry. The, the whole thing
was out of focus. Tex is chasing a fly around the hallway by the way. And he doesn't realize that it's
three dimensional and he can't catch it. But yeah, we went on to the tall grass. And I did an interview
and I thought it was actually pretty good, the content of what I was saying, but we didn't ended up
publishing it because it was all out of focus. And yeah, very annoying, but I found the tick the next
morning when we're picking Adam up from the hospital, because Adam rode with Carter to get his
fingers put back together after the box truck decided to bite them.
1:00:36
Chomp.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:00:38
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Oh, wait, wait, was this in Nashville? Or was this in Philadelphia?
Thomas Rousseau 1:00:42
Philly, Philly.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:00:43
Oh, yeah, I remember that. Guys, don't, don't, don't use the running tracks as a handhold.
Thomas Rousseau 1:00:50
That's not a handrail.
1:00:53
Hey, what do we, um, have you considered bungee cords to wrap on the inside of like those, like little
wooden rails? Because we could use those I think?
Thomas Rousseau 1:01:05
Um, I haven't considered it.
1:01:08
Do you know what im talking about?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:01:10
I know what you're talking about.
Thomas Rousseau 1:01:11
Why don't, why don't you make sure bungee cords get to where we're going?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:01:15
Okay.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:01:16
I mean, you're talking about using them as kind of like a handhold. Right?
1:01:19
Yeah.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:01:20
Yeah, that honestly, that sounds like a workable idea.
1:01:25
Because it doesn't damage the van in any way, shape, or form.
Thomas Rousseau 1:01:30
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I you know, I wish it wasn't so. I mean, it's not financially viable to buy a box truck. But if we could, if
there was some sort of like, modular thing that we could just slide into the back of a box truck that
would have like, a bunch of those handles. Like a subway car does, you know, like, just something that
you put together and then just slide in. You know, that'd be nice, but I don't think that's feasible or
reasonable. Again, I've never actually ridden in the back of the box truck, so I don't know how like,
awful it is, but you know, [inaudible].
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:01:58
A lot of people complain, but yeah, it's fine.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:02:02
You still need a good driver. Thats all im saying.
Thomas Rousseau 1:02:06
[Inaudible] let John WA drive, y'all sounded, y'all sounded like you were dying back there.
1:02:13
I mean, a couple people were, but...
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:02:14
What are you talking about, when we were locked in there by the cops?
1:02:18
No, that was Philly.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:02:20
Oh, my bad. Um, I mean, I just remember one time that...
Thomas Rousseau 1:02:28
We ran through like four red lights, to be fair, there was nobody that no other cars going. So it was
safe, but illegal, we ran through like four red lights to get to y'all.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:02:37
I mean, riding in the box truck is not bad at all. I would just say as long as the driver knows what they're
doing. I remember there was one time I was in the back of a box, box truck and this guy was taking
such sharp turns, like the whole, the whole group of guys in the back were just slamming against the
side of the wall and we hear it like, creaking and popping and we're like, uh oh.
Thomas Rousseau 1:03:00
That might have been in Pittsburgh, the, that, it's, it, see, it didn't seem as bad in the front when you
actually have perspective, that, as it did in the back. But, um, yeah, that was a, that was a very nasty
box truck in the roads in Pittsburgh going to and on and off the highway [inaudible].
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:03:15
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I wasn't, I wasn't there for the Pittsburgh one.
Thomas Rousseau 1:03:18
That guy had his floor, his foot all the way to the floor and you're going like 28 miles an hour.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:03:24
Yeah, I heard the feedback of the East Coast guys about that. The box [inaudible]
Thomas Rousseau 1:03:29
We got, we got our money's worth out of that rental. Probably the heaviest load it's ever carried. Like 80
guys or 90.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:03:41
As long as the driver knows what they're doing.
Thomas Rousseau 1:03:43
Yeah, I think that was Ryan. He's a, he's a pretty solid, solid, uh, solid driver. [Inaudible]
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:03:50
I think the trip I'm thinking of I think was in either Utah or San Francisco.
Thomas Rousseau 1:03:58
Yeah. [Inaudible] pretty nice...
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:04:02
I don't think it was San Francisco because John WA was your driver, that's the only suggestion, don't
let John WA be the box truck driver.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:04:14
I mean, all, all box truck rides I've ever had, great, completely smooth. You know, it all goes well and
then that one trip, just everybody's slamming like, just a bunch of dice, and like a couple of couples.
Thomas Rousseau 1:04:27
I need to find, uh, I need to find drivers for December, um, I'm thinking we'll go with, with some of the
same ones but I know, I know one of them isn't with us as a member anymore. And another one is
doing another role currently. Do ya'll know any immediate suggestions for guys who are very capable
in driving big trucks? Like [inaudible]
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:04:49
I know, I know two off the top of my head.
Thomas Rousseau 1:04:52
Dang.
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1:04:53
I know, I know one.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:04:55
So the two I know is, now, now, wait, there it is, Travis California and James Arizona.
Thomas Rousseau 1:05:05
Travis is already on, Travis is already on my list.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:05:08
James Arizona then.
Thomas Rousseau 1:05:10
Really? Okay, interesting, um, I might have another idea in mind for James, um, what about [inaudible].
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:05:18
Both of them know how to drive well.
1:05:20
Unless you, me personally, I'd like to see him in in the march, but. Grant.
Thomas Rousseau 1:05:28
Grant Maryland?
1:05:29
Yeah.
Thomas Rousseau 1:05:30
Yeah, he's, I have a different role for him already.
1:05:32
Ok.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:05:34
And I guess I should point this out, but I have recently also taken up a job as a, uh, as driving some
larger vehicles.
1:05:46
You fool.
1:05:48
Brandon works for a funeral home.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:05:49
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This is going in my BuzzFeed article.
Thomas Rousseau 1:05:54
Brandon drives an Oscar Meyer Wiener truck. Hey Michael, say hi to the guys Michael.
1:06:05
Hi Michael.
1:06:05
He says hi guys.
Thomas Rousseau 1:06:06
Brandon says Hello.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:06:08
Is Mike still, is Mike coming with you guys in January? [Inaudible]
Thomas Rousseau 1:06:12
I don't know. I haven't asked him. Would you like me to?
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:06:17
I mean, I'll, just ask him if he's still planning on coming.
Thomas Rousseau 1:06:20
Hey, Mike, are you still planning on being Vincent's best man in January? Yeah, he says he wants you
to be the cup ringbearer or something?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:06:31
Pretty sure you got to be like 10 years old to do that.
Thomas Rousseau 1:06:34
He'll be on his knees, he'll wear shoes on his knees like they do in [inaudible].
1:06:37
Can you bring Tex, can you have Tex do that?
Thomas Rousseau 1:06:41
I don't know how the heck I'm going to get there, but I'll try. [Inaudible]
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:06:45
I'm actually gonna have, I might actually have a house by the time, by that time, so.
Thomas Rousseau 1:06:52
I usually just sleep in the dirt.
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Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:06:54
Well I've, yeah, I'll have acerage and you can you can at least camp.
Thomas Rousseau 1:06:57
Hell yes, camp? What do you mean? I'm just gonna roll out my sleeping bag in the dirt.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:07:04
Okay.
1:07:04
Thomas, we have a nice bed in here for you. No, no, no, the dirt out there is much better.
Thomas Rousseau 1:07:09
I need to, I need to bear all of the same hardships as the guys even if they all have tents. And I slept
in, I slept in the dirt, um, in, uh, Colorado, we had that, we had we had all the camp stuff set up and,
and they set up, we set up a 10 man tent that we brought from uh, Network 1. Pretty much like a, like a
mobile command center, like you could stand up and walk around in that thing and I slept right outside
of it on the, on the ground, just in my sleeping bag on the ground. I had, I think I had my, uh, I don't
think I used a pillow or something but I don't usually use pillows now, I find it's better for my like,
neckline, but anyways, no worries, um. I woke up in the morning and I was going around waking
people up and then I shake the big ten man tent, I'm like alright wake up guys, and then I don't hear
anything and I shined the light in, like hey wake up, don't hear anything. Open it up. Nobody in there,
not a single bag, not a single backpack, not a single pair of boots, not a single sock, nothing. I slept
right outside of a fully fully vacant 10 man tent, but I actually liked that I did, I, uh, that was the first time
in a very, very long time if ever that I've actually been able to sit and just watch the stars. And I saw
shooting stars, a few, made a few wishes, can't tell you though. Um. Saw some satellites, which is
really cool to be able to do with the naked eye and uh, yeah was very nice, very nice thing with sky
there.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:08:41
If you, if you get in a good place with, you know, being able to see the stars, you get to see some pretty
crazy stuff. When we were at White Mountain peak we, me, James and Nathan California and I think
Logan, yeah, Logan California was watching, us four, we were watching while everyone was heading to
bed. We were looking up at the sky and we saw this little star way, way far away and it was like,
bouncing back and forth, it was quite intriguing. Never seen a star like bounce up and down, left and
right, like, consistently.
1:09:19
How close were you to Area-51?
Thomas Rousseau 1:09:22
Yeah, probably, probably pretty close actually.
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Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:09:26
I mean...
1:09:27
New Mexico, you're actually pretty close to Area-51.
Thomas Rousseau 1:09:32
Yeah, at one point Brandon went off behind some rocks and they came back and he sounded a little
different and his skin's a little green but we just been, we just been going with it the whole time.
1:09:40
Yeah, now he sounds like Obama, dude.
1:09:49
I just want to stick [inaudible].
Thomas Rousseau 1:09:57
In California, is he in northern or southern?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:10:00
He's part of my network, he's in Southern California.
Thomas Rousseau 1:10:04
You should go and find some big architecture issue stuff to take for a good practice and also to
generate culturally relevant content for us. I actually like the, hm, no, the California State Capitol, is
that in Southern California?
1:10:33
Northern California.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:10:34
I can actually get some really good photos of it.
Thomas Rousseau 1:10:38
Yeah. I really liked the, the monument they had up front. They originally had, they took a part off of it
recently in like 2015 that had like the missionaries, converting the, the tribespeople, because that was,
that was racist or something. But now it's just been languishing in some warehouse ever since, they
always say, oh, well, we're gonna put it in a museum or we're gonna put it back up. I go to museums,
alright. They're not putting any of these huge statues and stuff like that in a museum because it's like,
outdoor civic architecture. Museums usually deal in like, smaller life size statues of a person that's like,
the size of a person, right? You can move it around with a dolly or busts. You know, very rarely do
museums have like big statues like that. And if they do, they're outside. And none of these museums
want to display stuff that's like, quote unquote racist outside, because then they're going to get like,
attacked, right?
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Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:11:32
Oh, trust me. I, I, I know. [Inaudible] be right about that. Oh, not even warehouses anymore. They're
not even saying they're putting it in warehouses anymore. , they've taken down some recent
Confederate statues. And I keep track of that stuff. That pains me as a Southerner to see that. And
they just recently sawed in half a statue of Robert E. Lee.
1:11:55
That's in Richmond, right?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:11:57
I think, I think that's the one I'm thinking of. And there's another one where I think they just tore it down
and melted it. They didn't even give it a, a chance to be sold to like, a group like Sons or Daughters of
Confederate Veterans where they would put it on private land, um. Because there were some, some
groups asking, let me buy that so I can erect it on, um, you know, private land, and they're like, nope,
we're melting it down.
Thomas Rousseau 1:12:21
Have y'all seen that privately owned Stonewall Jackson statue in, I think it's in Tennessee somewhere.
It's atrocious. Look it up. Look up Stonewall Jackson statue.
1:12:35
Is the one that people use as a toilet?
Thomas Rousseau 1:12:38
No.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:12:39
Do you know what I'm talking about?
Thomas Rousseau 1:12:42
No, I do not.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:12:44
Yeah.
1:12:45
People are using the statue of Stonewall Jackson as a toilet?
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:12:48
There was there was some like, I don't know, it was, I don't remember who the monument was. I'm a
Yankee. But it was some, some...
Thomas Rousseau 1:12:57
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No, its Nathan Bedford Forrest, my bad.
1:12:59
They're using Nathan Bedford Forrest!?
Thomas Rousseau 1:13:01
No, no, no. Okay, so if you look up Nathan Bedford Forrest statue, the first two. The first image is the
most horrendous piece of, piece of sort of public architecture that I've ever had the mis, like I said, I
want to destroy this like, I want, it's like the handshaking meme with BLM protesters. Like, get rid of
this thing please.
1:13:24
The one with the gold?
Thomas Rousseau 1:13:28
He's sticking his tongue out.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:13:29
I've never seen this before.
1:13:31
Oh my good lord.
Thomas Rousseau 1:13:34
Boomers are like we'll just, we'll make our own statues. And this is a result.
1:13:40
There used to be an Abraham Lincoln statue that guy's [inaudible]...nobody has like claimed
responsibility for it.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:13:52
But like yeah, it got it got completely sledge hammered.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:13:56
I'm sure it's the usual suspects who sledgehammered it, either antifa or BLM.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:14:02
Yeah, I think it was probably one of those groups thinking something stupid.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:14:08
As per usual, but I've never seen the statue of Nathan Bedford Forrest. I've seen like the the other one.
Thomas Rousseau 1:14:20
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Manages to have made, it manages to take a controversial subject and somehow appeal to neither
side.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:14:26
Was this thing made recently or a long time ago?
Thomas Rousseau 1:14:29
No, no, it's more recent.
1:14:37
On April Fool's you should make that a SOC post.
Thomas Rousseau 1:14:42
I'd have to actually go visit it. I think. I think it's in Tennessee.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:14:53
There we go. There's a normal statue of Nathan Bedford Forrest.
Thomas Rousseau 1:14:58
Yeah, they recently exhumed him from his grave site in Memphis but not just Memphis.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:15:04
Not only that, they exhumed him and his wife.
Thomas Rousseau 1:15:08
Having been to that part of Memphis several times, I'm sure if even he [inaudible] in Memphis and he's
a racist and Memphis is a is a Afro-American city.
1:15:22
They really can't like, just like, let him sleep? Well, I don't, I don't get that.
Thomas Rousseau 1:15:28
Well, to be fair. I mean, I'm not obviously making apologetics for it. But it was a big, like, pedestal, and
it was in the center of the city. And he had a big, he had a big equestrian statue over it, and it was in a
big park, surrounded by a hospital on one side and the University of Tennessee on the other. Also,
they have a big college, you know, lots of, lots of left-wing nurses doing their TikTok dances and
twerking, you know.
1:15:54
So he was mocking them, is what you're saying.
Thomas Rousseau 1:15:57
Even in death, even in death, he was, he was mogging on them. Yeah, alpha male style, as they say on
Twitter dot com.
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Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:16:07
The bird app, as Nick New York says.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:16:09
The bird app.
Thomas Rousseau 1:16:11
Alright, so we got interviewee 803795. He says we met, we met, he met someone, went over what the
group was about and he answered a bunch of questions, basically to make sure he is on the same
page about what to expect from the group. We took a walk and put up some stickers and took some
pictures, or he says we put up some slaps, that's what antifa calls them, and put some [inaudible] he
says, he says he picks Gabriel and he is from, what state is he from? Check the record. Give me a
moment. He's from West Virginia, server, you see posted some of the stuff, let's see what he said.
Alright he says "I think the group's on the right path, maybe a little small. But it's hard for a group like
ours to grow in this day and age with all the censoring but I like where it's going... ...If anything is
gonna change it's gonna take a lot more people, I think you have the right message for people to stand
behind and believe, something I want to be a part of." I like when people, it's the silliest thing in the
world when people complain, like, when they leave, this guy's obviously, he's fine. He's like, oh, I don't
think the group's big enough. So I'm joining. Correct response. But some people are like, I don't think
the group's big enough or growing fast enough. So I'm going to leave the group. It's like, okay, you
realize, you can't recognize the problem and also willingly make it, make it worse. Doesn't make any
sense.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:17:43
I also hate when people complain about the messaging, like the, the slogans and stuff.
Thomas Rousseau 1:17:48
Like that one [inaudible].
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:17:59
I do like naming the Jew.
Thomas Rousseau 1:18:02
But the message goes over universal moral principles that apply to everybody, even and especially
Jews, you know?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:18:16
Like, like, whatchyamacallsit.
1:18:21
That's discrimination.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:18:22
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What, what are what are they called it? It's coming to me?
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:18:27
Italians?
1:18:28
Federal Reserves.
Thomas Rousseau 1:18:31
Oh, well, yeah. Like, like demonstrations. Yeah. But, you know, when it's, like when we talk about, you
know, the exploitation or the internationalism or this stuff. You know, someone says, "Oh, what if, what
if Jews are doing that, then it's bad," just like I said, "what if, what if, what if other people were doing
that, then it's bad." Just like I said, because it's not, you know, it has more to do with what's actually
going on in, right, in relation to how the nation is being destroyed, than, you know, exactly, like a who's
who list of what, who's doing what. It's more about understanding the moral principles of what is wrong.
And then you can interpret that moral philosophy on to any nature of thing. And also, I just would prefer
for our message to be all about that. Because, if, because, you know, it's just, it's really, it's really
difficult for a lot of these people to argue against our moral principles, because they're very correct.
And they're widely applicable. But it's very easy for the, for people to get mired in the whole, you know,
like, for example, the whole Holocaust thing, like people have been debating the Holocaust for a very
long time, since it was probably still allegedly, or unallegedly, going on. And I just find it silly. Like we
had one, one guy who joined, and he left the group because he feels like, oh I need to pursue more
important political ventures, and, you know, what he's been doing since? Like an 80-part series
debunking the Holocaust, an hour long podcast each. It's like, buddy. It's yeah, it's just like, you know,
you believe what you want to believe. Say what you want to say about it. I honestly don't have an
opinion. I've never really looked into it, I don't care. I really don't care. It just doesn't, it doesn't affect
me. Don't care, but, you know, I feel like just giving so much of someone's time and life and messaging
to this, which is very precious as it is, is a little bit lacking in priority, shall we say? I remember once,
Matthew Heimbach, you know, said, and this is his big arguing point, that you're never going to get
white America to believe in, like, nationalism or, you know, in-group preference or whatever... ...unless
you first, now get this, first, get through to making them you know, think Hitler was like, you know, the,
the Superman, and the Holocaust is a lie and all this other stuff. And it's like, that doesn't make sense.
And it's not true. So like, believe whichever, whatever you want to believe about that, but like, having a
sensible and relevant, you know, nationally oriented message and fixture is mucho more importante.
Thank you, Vincent, who found this while traveling?
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:21:26
Yes, I like rocks.
Thomas Rousseau 1:21:31
Go ahead then Brandon. Tell me why I'm wrong.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:21:33
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I think, coming from that angle, I think the reason people say, you know, we got to like debunk the
Holocaust or other things, like there's big similar debates about, like, the Civil War. Just eliminating that
kind of, I guess, systemic white guilt a lot of normie white people have like, ohh we did too much bad
stuff to do-da-do-da-do.
Thomas Rousseau 1:21:56
I think we do better for people's potential guilt by actually getting out there and making sure people
have actionable examples of confidence and resistance, you know,
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:22:10
I mean, I'm not the type of person that says it's like, there's this one correct way to go about this issue.
I usually view things as multiple cogs in the machine, so, like, you got your activist groups, then you got
like your kind of new, like, I guess news personalities, you could say, and...
Thomas Rousseau 1:22:29
Let Mike Enoch do debunking the Holocaust part 85 two hour livestream.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:22:38
They, they, they and guys, [inaudible]
Thomas Rousseau 1:22:41
I accidently made an account without a state tag. He's just Carter, Carter from where?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:22:50
Carter, Carter USA.
Thomas Rousseau 1:22:53
I think he's from Guntur, he met, he met someone in Guntersville.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:22:56
There can only be one.
Thomas Rousseau 1:23:00
[Inaudible] Alabama.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:23:01
Oh, you're gonna have, have some people to fight over with that, Vincent. Nathan Arizona is gunning
for that USA tag.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:23:10
[Inaudible]... there's no specific parameter. There are specific parameters that must be met.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:23:17
Like never being in one place too long.
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1:23:19
You have to, you have to come before the council.
Thomas Rousseau 1:23:23
You have to own property in all 50 states and DC.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:23:27
We grant you the rank of member but not the rank of USA.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:23:42
I will accept an appearance if he has a proper case.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:23:50
Based Star Wars meme.
1:23:55
[Inaudible] West Virginia.
Thomas Rousseau 1:23:58
Welcoming Carter Alabama. Welcome him to it. Carter Alabama needs to be added to the regional
chat. Alabama is doing really well. So there's Georgia. Georgia has just as many guys now.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:24:17
I forgot Georgia existed.
Thomas Rousseau 1:24:21
That's not very, very [inaudible] of you, sir.
1:24:24
You hurt my feelings.
1:24:26
If it makes you guys feel any better, I'm from Rhode Island and you've probably never been there.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:24:31
How do you feel about them changing the name of the state?
1:24:35
It's pretty stupid considering "plantation" doesn't have anything to do with, like, slaves. It just, it just
meant a colony.
1:24:42
I know. I know.
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Thomas Rousseau 1:24:45
Did they change the name of Rhode Island?
1:24:47
They did.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:24:47
The full name of Rhode Island, um, Rhode Island is not the full name. It used to be. There was
something longer to it.
1:24:52
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:24:55
Yes, that was the full name of the state.
Thomas Rousseau 1:24:57
Well, it's not a plantation anymore. It was a state. So why have plantation in the name? It is it's like
saying the farms of West Virginia or like the West Virginia Farm, but it's not a farm. It's a state. So...
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:25:07
Listen, I just want to bring back the plantation in the name just to spite the blacks.
Thomas Rousseau 1:25:14
Blacks in Rhode Island, all 3 of them.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:25:17
There, I mean, there's more Dominicans than blacks. But yeah.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:25:21
That's, that is true. The, really just the northeast area that, freakin airdropping Somalis and Dominicans.
1:25:29
Yes, yeah, they're hyper aggressive just like blacks, but.
1:25:32
Airdropping like, with like, with my head.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:25:39
I mean, I remember, like the, the cops in Maine, like, they were dropping a bunch of Somalis in Maine
and the cops were like, talking to the news. We've never seen anything like this before. They're talking
about all the crimes that are happening and like, gangs are being formed just to go around and mug
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people. It's like, "we've never experienced anything like this before". And the cops are like, kind of just I
guess in a bit of a culture shock.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:26:03
Yeah, everyone from Maine is like 60 years old. So they have no idea what's going on.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:26:08
But yeah, it's the whitest state in the union too.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:26:13
Not for long.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:26:14
Yep. Sadly, not for long. Yeah.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:26:18
There's nothing I can do about it anymore.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:26:22
I've developed a tactic, if we just throw buckets of fried chicken into the sea, we might be able to get
them to return to the Dominican Republic.
Thomas Rousseau 1:26:32
Thank you, Brandon.
1:26:34
My goodness.
Thomas Rousseau 1:26:35
[Inaudible] broke commentary rule again [inaudible].
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:26:39
Hey, I had I had to get something in.
1:26:50
I gotta go. I'll talk to you guys later,
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:26:53
Later. So how about that northern Idaho?
Thomas Rousseau 1:27:06
Never been there.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:27:08
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That seems very, very beautiful. From what I've seen. I really want to go up there, but I just get so busy
with like, being here.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:27:21
Everyone I know in the white nationalist sphere now, it's like, I was like, where do you want to live?
Northern Idaho.
1:27:29
Every single one?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:27:30
Almost everyone.
Thomas Rousseau 1:27:31
Um, I don't want to live there.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:27:33
Almost.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:27:34
I mean, because I'm from the PNW, like, my heart lies in a very mountainous woody area. Like, if
you've ever seen some of the shots, I occasionally take of like, really mountainous areas here in
Oregon and any other states I visit. I really focus on the raw natural beauty and the Pacific Northwest,
specifically northern Idaho still has quite a bunch of it left.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:28:03
Oh, yeah. Northern Idaho is uh, from what I've seen, quite breathtaking. Yeah, a lot of people going up
there. Almost everyone I know in California, they have plans to try and go up there at some point. But
yeah, it's, yeah, it's tempting. At the same time I would like, like to be back in the south too. Yeah.
1:28:30
I'm already in, in a very beautiful part of the Pacific Northwest with lots of mountains and lakes and
whatnot. And I still think about moving up to northern Idaho like the Coeur d'Alene area.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:28:39
Now you see, there ya go.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:28:40
Yeah, everyone likes CDA man. I love CDA. It's beautiful.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:28:45
Honestly, I think the lakes are...
Thomas Rousseau 1:28:47
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If its a white nationalist Mecca then why do we only have like two guys there?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:28:53
Actually, you want to know why Thomas, because they're all in dumb gay militias.
Thomas Rousseau 1:28:58
That makes sense. Yeah.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:29:01
That's, that's the problem.
Thomas Rousseau 1:29:02
So we had an issue that are with a guy who was I think, technically and like, it was like the Spokane.
Spokane is right across the border. It's the same area.
1:29:11
Yeah.
Thomas Rousseau 1:29:12
And, you know, he had an issue and kind of the long and short of it was, he was, you know, mixing in
the, you know, correct me if I'm wrong. He was mixing in the like, his Telegram friends with members
to do like sparring and workout sessions.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:29:29
Oh, I know what you're talking about.
Thomas Rousseau 1:29:30
And yeah, and the idea was like, hey, this isn't, this isn't working, we should fix this. And then why don't
you do other activism in addition to this, which is good, you know, nobody's saying that that's bad. And
then he didn't want to do that. He didn't want to document it. And he didn't want to try to, you know, put
those guys through any form of vetting so that we know who he is actually with, you know, outside of
just people from Telegram. Which is not a safe standard because Telegram is full of tons of you know,
dangerous...
1:29:57
Fags.
Thomas Rousseau 1:29:57
[Inaudible] people. Yeah, well, yeah.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:30:00
Well, and it's also not properly encrypted, you know, I could forward a message to someone in a private
conversation and be in...
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Thomas Rousseau 1:30:07
End to end encryption doesn't mean jack because anybody can just see anybody's, let, people focus,
people, people post things on encrypted apps. And they're like, "Oh, I'm so safe." But then someone,
but then someone takes a screenshot and like, oh, all that encryption. Wow. You know, fun fact, it's still
admissible in court if it's a screenshot. Big woop.
1:30:26
True. True.
Thomas Rousseau 1:30:30
Encryption is like, a huge like, misnomer for security in like, circles about people who don't actually
understand how these things happen. If there's, if there's a fed in your, like, unvetted Telegram chat, or
just someone who is a rat or someone who can leak messages, then it doesn't matter if it's encrypted,
because you gave this person access to this chat. And congratulations, you are a dum dum.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:30:54
Exactly.
Thomas Rousseau 1:30:55
Like the server itself, I don't actually think has like end-to-end encryption, I don't think it does. There's
maybe something weird about it, which is encrypted somewhere. I don't know how the heck it works in
the innards, but it's infinitely more safe than Telegram stuff, because we actually have human, like,
encryption. Which is like, physical security measures about how people get in, and how they behave,
and how stuff is compartmentalized inside. And again, we can't, we can't ensure any of this if we have
people who are just unvetted random dudes. And, you know, a big reason, what, how we keep our
security is we keep everybody active doing, you know, things under a standardized banner, both
literally and figuratively. So if we don't have that, we don't have our vetting. There's no organization
anymore. It doesn't make sense. So, you know, standards matter. And, and I think, you know, we just,
militias are also dumb because, you know, they're like, "oh, I got my cans of pork and beans, and I got
my guns" and stuff like that. But, you know, militaries aren't just based around a bunch of people that
just walk up and pick up guns. You know, most of like, basic training isn't people firing, you know,
down targets on a range, right? Most of it has to do with fitness and coordination and team building
and, you know, unit tactics and logistics and supply. And, you know, getting people into situations of
discipline, following and receiving orders, communication skills, you know, technical aspects, all the
stuff.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:32:29
The spirit de corps.
Thomas Rousseau 1:32:32
Yeah, if you're, if you're French, then uh...
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:32:36
Hey, they use that in the Marines, alright.
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Thomas Rousseau 1:32:38
Wouldn't it be "espirit"?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:32:39
[Inaudible] heard spirit. But maybe, I don't know, I don't speak French. Only a little.
Thomas Rousseau 1:32:47
I feel like the French pronounciation would be "espirit". But probably, probably they don't pronounce the
E either because they're French anyways. But yeah, so it's like, and we do all of that, obviously, just
without the the guns and the violence which is, which is the key factor, by the way, the key factor that
we leave out. Because, you know, we get the benefit of all of these other things where we train guys in
team building and leadership, logistics, technical skills, communication, you know, fitness, mobility, you
know, discipline and strength, and, and so on. And putting people into situations and we actually do all
this and we are still able to use our techniques, because we don't use firearms or violence. And then
because of that, we can actually implement all of these things in the real world. But if you're a militia,
you know, you either go from, or if you're like, one of these modern day militias, right, you either go
from doing nothing to like, oh, you have a, you know, a hot war against the government. Whereas we
can actually do something other than either nothing or, you know, getting into suicidal, you know, battle
charges against, you know, Air Force bases, for example, you know. So, yeah. Not even to say we
would want to do that, because we don't do, that's not, that's not the ideal circumstance. It's quite far
from it, in fact. you know, the idea is about being able to build actionable, you know, actionable efforts
that actually mean something that can be implemented on a regular basis and militias don't do that.
And that's not even, that's, that's, that's, that's a logistical ideological issue. Like obviously the principle
of a militia like historically I agree with, but, you know, nowadays with the, with the, with the logistical
realities of security and how much the government frickin loves to integrate themselves with those
things. It's, it's completely, it is not worth it, stay, stay a mile away from the militias, there's a very good
reason that we have a very staunch no dual membership with militias policy. We are even wary of
people who have previously been in one of those because it's not you know, it's just a very, it's not, you
don't get what you want, you don't get what you want to get out of it. I'll leave it at that.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:35:02
But uh in reference that gentleman in northern Idaho. Yeah it's...
Thomas Rousseau 1:35:06
He's a great guy.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:35:07
Yeah he's a great guy, I liked him.
Thomas Rousseau 1:35:09
Maybe he'll turn around, I, when I met him, when I met him, I had a great time but you know, it's just
stuff like that.
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Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:35:14
I was talking to him, I was seeing, trying to see if I could, you know, convince him to return but he
seems very set on what he back, like, I guess in fitness thing in northern Idaho. He seemed set on that
path. It is what it is.
Thomas Rousseau 1:35:37
We're doing tons of new fitness stuff now too. It sucks, it would be great to have him around for that.
He would be great voice. We have a, we have, we, we formalized the fitness, fitness kind of lifestyle
support group with counselors and stuff like that. And he'd be great for that.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:35:51
That's what I was trying to tell him. It's like hey, we're getting rolling here but I don't know. He seemed
set on...
Thomas Rousseau 1:35:57
Things are rolling.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:35:58
Yeah, exactly. Rolling it right. Which reminds me, um...
Thomas Rousseau 1:36:05
No, no, I have something to rant about. Sorry, cutting you off, unless it's important. I was talking to a, to
Michigan, oh five friend. Jesus. I was talking to a Michigan guy. And do y'all remember the the Richard
Spencer Michigan State University speech where he, where there's the huge fistfight out front and
Matthew Heimbach was there with like a dozen guys in black, you know, like turtles, not turtlenecks.
Like, like, work, work jackets. You know? Y'all remember that? That was a while ago, it was years ago.
1:36:37
Yeah I never watched Richard Spencer.
Thomas Rousseau 1:36:39
Well, neither did I, but it was a big deal.
1:36:43
Where Richard Spencer got punched in the face?
Thomas Rousseau 1:36:44
No, no, that was, he got punched in the face, I think that was in DC, maybe about the inauguration.
1:36:49
I think this was Heimbach who got punched in the face. During that one, or somebody got punched in
the face.
1:36:54
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There's a lot there. There was lots of punching in the face at that..
Thomas Rousseau 1:36:56
Well, lots people got punched in the face at MSU for sure, just Spencer was inside. But anyways, so,
that, so back then, PF had sent a small group of guys out to that, to support the whole thing, and you
know, dumb in hindsight, thank you. I know, the last few years are a, are a staunch reminder that I
have learned since 2018. And, and there were a bunch of Michigan guys, like we had, I don't think we
had really formalized our network, well actually, I think we did have networks back then, they weren't
nearly as solid and formal as we have them now. But we had them, and Michigan actually had one of
the stronger networks in the country. And there were maybe eight to a dozen maybe even more guys
there. And there was some leaks started by, I think that [inaudible] was a guy from, I think he was from
Pennsylvania. Um, no, that was after, he was from Ohio. It was like, a John Brown Gun Club guy that
joined in Ohio and was like, you know, in some of the local chats and stuff like that. He didn't end up
doxing anybody, but he leaked some messages. And, and he also leaked a voice chat. Where one of
the Michigan members, not, one of them, one of them made that infamous "ethnostate rape gangs"
comment [inaudible].
1:38:16
[Inaudible]
1:38:16
Oh, I remember.
Thomas Rousseau 1:38:18
That's where it came from. That's where it came from. I, I wasn't there. Or I, by golly, I wasn't listening.
Because that, like, come on, you know, like I don't care if you're joking. Is it so much, is it, is it asking
so much of someone ideologically, to not be a pro-rapist, you know? Apparently back then it was.
Nowadays we don't have that issue because we're, not only are we more ideologically coherent, we're
also more professional. So, not only should you not believe that stuff, in case anybody does, in case
any of you are in favor of organized rape? No. Um, then, then, yeah, but not only should you not
believe that stuff, you should not say it, either. I don't care, well actually I do care what you believe.
But anyways, long story short, one of them had the thing and, and then a bunch of them left. Like
almost all of them left after that because "Oh, the chats were leaked. Oh, we're going to get doxed. Oh,
you know, the organization is falling apart and everything sucks. Oh, this is it." You know, like, and
they were thinking, oh, we're just gonna be like all these other quote unquote alt right groups that just
buckle under that pressure, but like them we are not. So obviously, you know, they left to be it the
whole thing of oh, security, oh, getting doxed. Oh, the events are dangerous, and so on. And to be
frank, you know, they, you know, those were legitimate issues. But you know, when they talk to me
about it as far, as far as I can remember two years ago.
1:39:42
Is Thomas cutting out for anyone or is it just me?
1:39:46
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Maybe [inaudible]
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:39:46
Uh he's kind of cutting out a little bit for me, uh, but you're also cutting out a little bit.
1:39:51
[Inaudible]
Thomas Rousseau 1:39:52
But anyways, so when they, they're freaking out about oh, security, getting doxxed. Ohh, events are
dangerous, and those are all very logical critiques, makes a lot of sense. And I, you know, very likely
told talk to them about these things. And I said, hey, I understand these are real big things, let's make it
better, let's fix this stuff. And instead, they just left. And apparently, they got back in touch with, with
some of our current Michigan guys who are again, on the, on the, you know, on the on the edge of
becoming a network, you know, years later, you know, it's been three years, we've done it, but it's been
three years, right? Because a lot of is just chance. And, you know, they might have been, they have,
and they have a social group now, that all the, almost all of the same guys just have like a social group.
And it's just, it's so frustrating, like, you know, hey, this is this is a problem. I'm going to, I'm going to
leave because this is X problem. It's like, okay, I understand, can we, can, we should fix X problem,
can you help me fix X problem? No, I'm not going to fix X problem. Okay, well, even if I do fix X
problem, could you come back if we have X problem fixed? It's like, okay, maybe, and then X problem
is fixed. Everything is as you wanted it, you know, stuff is so much better. You know, can you help me
out over here? And no, sorry, I, I like to grill hot dogs. Very disciplined. Apparently, they said it was
funny. They said to the guy, it's like, oh, yeah, Thomas is probably still mad at us. No, they're wrong.
I'm not mad. Just disappointed. So yes, very, very, very cautionary tale. I try, I don't really give those
things much time of thought. But if they are presented to me, I, I figure it matters. Because, you know,
a lot of the great ideas that people have are merely reliant upon people sticking around for long enough
to actually invest themselves in the organization. And to get that favor returned in others because, you
know, manpower and time are our most valuable elements of currency that we deal with. A real use
could, you know, there are some things in some forms of social organizing that are just outside of our
reach, with certain limitations of manpower and time. Not to say that we're necessarily strapped for
those things, we're pretty well equipped, it's just, there's always something more than we can do. It's
oftentimes a lot of people want those bigger things, but they want to already be done for them. And I
can't do it all for you. You know, if I could, then you wouldn't need to be here. You know what I mean?
We got to work together on this and sometimes you got to be okay with, with, you know, joining
something where all of your grand ideological ideas are not, you know, something that you can fulfill
immediately, not somewhat, not like as far as ideologically, but as far as like tactics. Oh, I want to do
XYZ. We can't always do XYZ. Sometimes you got to do ABC, first, of how the alphabet goes, because
you don't know. Anyways, on that note, I'm gonna continue printing the stack. I'm going to get to the
rest of this, get to the rest of this stack tonight. I'm going to put on a movie. I'm going to finish the rest of
my espresso. I bought a bunch of, bought a bunch of groceries today. I got like 30 of those little, those
little Maruchan noodle cups. They had lime, chili, lime, chili and spicy hot sauce. I think I'll have one.
1:43:24
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Nice.
Thomas Rousseau 1:43:25
And some tuna. Probably some tuna and ramen, classic dish. Maybe top it off with a glass of milk or
something? I don't know. I don't know. Maybe I'll work out tonight. I don't know, my sleep schedule has
been crazy. I'll be up until like 4. Anyways, I'll talk to you all later. Stay safe. Is there anything any
questions, comments I can open before I hop off?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:43:45
[Inaudible] ...my son in his bath. I heard talk to y'all ... so [inaudible]
Thomas Rousseau 1:43:57
Hey, how's it going? Are we're all good.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:43:59
Yeah, we're all good.
Thomas Rousseau 1:44:00
Cool. Talk to ya'll later. Stay safe. Goodnight.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:44:06
Yeah, my connection went downhill.
1:44:10
Hi Brandon.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:44:12
Hi, I was saying you're going to be at the regional meet up Saturday?
1:44:17
No, I haven't heard anything of it. Anything.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:44:21
Regional meeting 7:30 pm Saturday.
1:44:25
At 3:30?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:44:26
7. 7:30.
1:44:28
7:30 this Saturday? Yeah, I don't really have plans.
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Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:44:32
Good. Be there, there is much that we must discuss. yeah, I think my connection is crapping out, so,
like I hear like every other thing someone says. I guess I just want to call it a night. Since [inaudible]
the conversations are going out with [inaudible] at the moment.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:44:55
Yeah. You have a good night, Brandon.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:44:58
Good night guys.
1:45:00
Good night. I'm gonna call it too, I just realized what time it is I've been Mumbling and chilling.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:45:05
Yeah, I've just been just been hanging out listening and talking and then didn't realize "Oh, God its
10:30".
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:45:12
Yeah, when Thomas started, uh, talking about that long thing, he was cutting, like, in and out on every
other word so I only heard like half of what he said. But, uh, yeah, it's, it's getting late. I think, I think I'll
get in like a nighttime, nighttime lifting session and go to sleepyby. Sleepy time.
1:45:30
Based.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:45:31
Yes, got, got to get back on that workout grind, uh, I was lazy for a few months, got to get back into, it
do some cutting.
1:45:39
There you go. Does anybody know if you have issues with like, the mobile app? Just, do you text
Thomas, I'm assuming?
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:45:47
Uh, are you on iOS or Android?
1:45:50
Android.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:45:52
Okay, Android uses a third party application. So...
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:45:56
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I, sometimes, Mumble, it just crashes, dude.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:46:00
Yeah.
Vincent TX (Kyle Morelli) 1:46:01
I just keep on like, my mobile is in the lobby, but I just can't get into #general or any meeting rooms. It
says like, permission denied, essentially.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:46:09
Ah, you need, you need permission from Thomas.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 1:46:11
Yeah, you're not authenitcated.
1:46:12
Gotcha. Okay, gotcha. Cool beans. That makes sense then.
1:46:16
Alright, well, I'll talk to you guys later. Then. Have a good night.
Brandon CA (Alexi Guthrie) 1:46:19
Night, guys.
1:46:20
Good night, everyone.
1:46:22
Nighty night.
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